TO THE EDITOR: We are grateful to our colleagues for their comments (see Ref. 1) about the proposed model of local blood flow regulation (3). The two main objections put forward are its simplicity and its incompatibility with conventional belief in the "highly complex nature" and "substantial redundancy" of flow control.
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Interactions between physiological systems are typically implemented through simple, unambiguous signal transduction mechanisms. Even complex neuromuscular control is based on the neuromuscular junction, using a neurotransmitter and its specific receptor, and a system for recycling and scavenging the mediator. A fast and reliably working mechanism is almost always simple. Because of its simplicity, the principle of metabolic vasodilation (see Fig. 1 , top, in Ref.
3) was warmly embraced; however, failure to find a specific mediator led to the idea of redundancy as local control via a multitude of independent mediators, similar to a Rube Goldberg machine. This approach is a direct violation of the principles of parsimony and falsifiability.
A way to harmonize the NO/O 2 Ϫ mechanism with the metabolic hypothesis is to consider the proposed model as "primary"; the role of various metabolic mediators is to modulate the production and/or interactions of NO and superoxide. There is no single "set point" for NO flux, which is a dynamic variable, controlled by modifiers of NO and O 2 Ϫ signaling. The radical-based model provides insight into links between vascular tone and metabolic demand of cells, effects of NO donors, vessel wall shear stress, the angiotensin II signaling pathway, hypo-and hyperglycemia, and "myriad related factors."
The declaration about a "plethora of experimental evidence. . ." is hyperbole, because the given examples (see Refs. 2, 7) are quite consistent with the proposed mechanism. During ischemic exercise and stimulated contractions (Po 2 mv ϳ10 mmHg), the interstitial content of superoxide is low and no specific effects of "antioxidants" are possible. In the absence of superoxide the partial inhibition of eNOS should not abolish the hyperemia but can slow the rate of its development and reduce V O 2 max (6). However, unlike antioxidants, NO donors produce a PO 2 shift at the onset of muscle contraction as predicted by the model ( The metabolic theory aims to catalog a list of mediators, but no new concepts have been offered since the original formulation more than a century ago. Cardiovascular diseases account for one in three deaths in the United States, largely because the mechanism controlling the balance of oxygen demand/supply in organs remains poorly understood. We believe that progress can be made by focusing on a simple mechanism, such as the one we have proposed, and elucidating how known metabolic mediators might modulate the actions of the NO/O 2 Ϫ mechanism. It is time to find a way out of the trap of redundancy and continue the quest for the specific mechanism; it is time for a paradigm shift.
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